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This paper describes the use and implementation of the semantic data

base models, and of the Semantic Binary Model in particular, on sequential 

and parallel computer architectures. The paper discusses logical aspects of 

semantic models, compares features of semantics models to older database 

models , particularly the Relational Model, and describes an efficient storage 

structure fo r the semantic model. The paper concludes with a discussion of the 

massively-parallel semantic database machine LSDM. 

1. Introduction 

A database model is a convention and method of organization and usage of databases. The 

pn:dominant database models of the seventies were the Hierarchical and Network models. 

The predominam model of the late eighties is the Relational Model. It is believed by most 

experts in the field that the models used in the nineties will be models of the next generation. 

namely semantic database models. 

The primary purpose of the semantic models is to provide a simple . natural, computer

independent. lkxible. and non-redundant specification of information and of the logical struc
ture of the user's emerprise. The meaning of the user's information is analyzed and stored in 

the computer. TI1e computer is made to comprehend and treat the information in the way 

sirnil:!r to that of the human user. The human-computer gap is narrowed; the interaction is 

made easier; h~.rder and more complex tasks can be specified by the human user and per

fonned by the computer. 

Semantic models offer major advantages versus the Relational and older models with 

respect to database design, database maintenance, conciseness of languages, reliability and 

con~istency of data. ease of application progranuning. and friendliness of the end-user ser
vices. In addition to the above advantages . it has been recently proved in [Rishe-89-EO] that 

the sem•uHic models have potential fo r much more efficient (faster response) implementation 

than the conventional data models. 
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A representative of the semantic models is the Semantic Binary Model (SBM) ([Rishe-

87-RM), [Rishe-88-DDF], [Rishe-89-DDS)). Its advantage over the other proposed semantic 

models is that SBM has a small set of sufficient simple tools by which all the semantic 

. :tSpectS of any application can be described. This makes SBM easier to use for the novice, i.e . 

friendlier for the user. and also easier to implement. 

2. The Semantic Binary Model 

The semantic models provide a simple, natural, data-independent, fte;.:ible, and logically non

redundant specification of information and its semantic aspects. Many semantic models have 

been surveyed in [Hull/King-87] and [Peckham/Maryanski-88]. Although somewhat 

differing in their terminology and their selection of tools used to describe the semantics of the 

real world, the semantic models have several common principles: 

The entities of the real world are represented in the database in a marUler transparent to 

the user. Hereinafter, the user-transparent representations of real-world entities are 
referred to as "abstract objects". The "concrete objects", or "printable values", are 

numbers, character strings, etc. The concrete objects have conventional computer 

representations. 

The entities are classified into types, or categories, which need not be disjoint. Meta

relations of inclusion are defined between the categories. implying inheritance of proper

ties. 

Logically-explicit relationships are specified among abstract objects (e .g .. "person p 1 is 

the mother of person p2") and between abstract and concrete objects (e.g ., "person p 1 

has first name 'Jack'"). There are no direct relationships among the concrete objects. In 
most semantic models, only binary relations are allowed, since they provide full power 

of semantic expressiveness. Higher order relations do not add any power of semantic 

expressiveness (in [Bracchi et a/-16], [Rishe-87-RM], and [R.!she-88-DDF], the advan

tages of the binary relations versus high-order relationships were shown.) 

The advantages of the semantic models versus the Relational and older models with respect to 

database design, database maintenance, data integrity, conciseness of languages. and ease of 
DML programming have been shown, e.g ., in [Rishe-88-DDF]. 

Typically, semantic data models are implemented as interfaces to database management 

systems in other data models, e.g., the relational or the network model. (Although, there are 
less typical, direct implementations. e.g. [Lien etal-81]. [Chan etal-82], [Benneworth eta/-

81].) The efficiency of an interface implementation is limited to that of the conventional 

DBMS, and is normally much worse due to the interface overhead. i-Iowever, the semantic 
models have potential for much more efficient implementation than the conventional data 

models. This is due to two facts: 
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All the physical aspects of representation of information are user-transparent in the 

semantic models. This creates greater potential for optimization: more things may be 

changed for efficiency considerations, without affecting the user programs. The Rela

tional Model has more data independence than the older models, for example the order 

of rows in the tables (relations) is transparent to the user. The semantic models have yet 
more -user-transparency . For example, the representation of real-world entities by print

able values is transparent to the user. 

In the semantic models, the system knows more about the meaning of the user 's data and 

about the meaningful connections between such data. This knowledge can be utilized to 

organize the data so that meaningful operations can be performed faster. 

The Semantic Binary Model (SBM) [Rishe-88-DDF] is a descendant of the model proposed 
in [Abrial-74]. This model does not have as rich an arsenal of tools for semantic description 

as can be found in some other semantic models, e.g. the IFO model [Abiteboul/Hull-84], 
SDM [H:Jmmer/McLeod-81] (implementation [ UNJSYS-87]). the Functional Model 
[Shipman-81 j (implement:Jtion [Chan et a/-82]), SE:MBASE [King-84], NlAM ([Nijssen-81], 

[Nijssen/VanBek.kum-82], [Leung/Nijssen-87]). Nevertheless. the SBM has a small set of 

sufficient simple tools by which all the semantic descriptors of the other models can be con
structed. This makes SBM easier to use for the novice, easier to implement, and usable for 

delineation of the common properties of the semantic mode!s. 

The Semantic Binary Model represents the information of an application· s world as a 

collection of elementary facts of two types: unary facts categorizing objects of the real world 
and binary facts establishing relationships of various kinds between pairs of objects. The 

graphic:1l d:Jtabase schema and the imegrity constraints detennine what sets of facts are mean

ingful. i.e. c:1n comprise an instantaneous database (the database as may be seen at some 

instance of time.) 

Example 2-1 . 

Consider o. database of which the following is o. sub-schema: 

Category COMPANY 

Category PRODUCT 

Relation company-name from COMPANY to the category of values String (1 :11 

Rda~ion descri(J rion from PRODUCT to the cat~gor)' of values String (1 :1) 

Relation l!O~t llltfadures from CO.HPA:V'Y to PRODUCT (m:m ) 
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COi\IPAN Y m:mu f:lcl urcs PIWDt!CT 

cvmpany-name: String I :1 descnp11on: String 1:1 

Figu r~ 2-l. A sub-schema of a database 

The following set of facts can be a pan of a logical instantaneous database: 

!. object! COMPANY 

2. object! COMPANY -NAME ' ffiM' 

3. object! MANUFACIVRED object2 

4. object I MANUF ACIVRED object3 

5. object2 PRODUCT 

6. object2 DESCRIPTION 'ffi!Yl/SYSTEM-2' 

7. object3 PRODUCT 

8. object3 DESCRII'710N 'MONOCHROMATIC- MONITOR " 

Example 2-2. 

\ 

As a larger t>xample. the sch<:ma of Figu re 2-2 describes some activities of a Din 

ing Club, including the following infonnation: 

PATRON -a member of the club . For each patron it is known what are his 

two most favorite tables in the club . Each table has one or more names, but no 

two t~bles have the same name . 

PERSON- any perso n who is a patron or waiter. or both. 

CHARGE ACCOUNT -account to which meals can be charged. There is 

no pctm:u!ciH rehuionship be tween an account and a patron. since there may be 

pany·s accounts, complimentary promotional accounts, patrons' consonium 

accounts. employers' accounts. etc. Ad hoc relationships between patrons and 

accounts arc estHblished when the patron·~ meal is charged to the account. TI1e 

club does not accept cash for meals. TI1e charge for ever .. meal is always $ J 0. 

therefore the mor.cy amounts do not appear in the database explicitly . 

PARTY -an ad hoc group of patrons eating on a panicular dme during the 

same shift, sa ved by the s:m1e waiter. :md charging to the san1e account. 

TI1e following are some of the concepts comprising the schema: 
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Subcategory PATRON of the category PERSON 

Subcategory WAITER of the category PERSON 

Category SHIFT 

Category ACCOUNT 

Category PARTY 

Category MEAL 

Relation serves from WAITER to TABLE (m:m) 

Relation name from TABLE to the category of values String (1 :m 

(A table may have several names, but every name is unique.) 

Relation last-name from PERSON to the category of values String 

(m:J) 

The formal semantics of the semantic binary model is defined in [Rishe-87-DSJ using 

the methodology proposed in [Rishe-86-DN). The syntax and infonnal semantics of the 

model and its languages (data definition, 4-th generation data manipulation, non-procedural 

languages for queries, updates. specification of constraints. userviews. etc.) are given in 

[Rishe-88-DDF]. A non-procedural semantic database language of maximal theoretic:tlly

possible expressive power is given [Rishe-86-PS]. In this language. one can specify comput

able queries. transactions. constraints, etc. 

3. Storage Structure 

In this section we discuss an efficient storage structure for the Semantic Binary Model. This 

storage structure results in very efficient performance of simple queries. 

Every abstract object in the database is represented by a unique integer identifier. The 

categories and relations of the schema are also treated as abstract objects and hence have 

unique identifiers associated with them. Infom1ation in the database cw1 then be represemed 

using two kinds of facts, denoted xC and xRy , where x is the identifier JSsoc iated v. .lh an 

abstract object, C and R are the identifiers associated with a category or a relation respec

tively, andy is either an identifier corresponding to an abstract object or a concrete object (a 

number or a text string) . " xC" indicates that the obje.:t x bdongs to the category C. "xRy" 
indicates that the object x is associated with the object y by the relation R. Logically. the 

instantaneous database is a set of such facts . 1l1e collection of facts forming the database is 

represented by a file structure which insures approximately 1 disk access to retrieve any of the 
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PATRON 

MEAL the part)· 

satisfactwn-grade: 0 .. 100 (m:1) 
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PERSON 

last-name: Strin[: 
first-namt: Stnng 

birth-dart: 1870 .. 1990 
addrtss: Strin~: 

prefers second 
m:l ) 

TABLE 

nom": String I :m 

PARTY 

the shift 
(m:l) 

SlllFT 

datt:<Jatt 
ptriad: String 

,, '' 
' 
'~--------------~ 

WAITER 

the waiter 
(m :1) 

the account ACCOUNT 

(m:1) namt: String I :1 

Figure 2-2. A binary schema for a dining-club application. 

following: 

1. For a given abstract object x, verify/find to what categories does the object belong. 
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2. For a given category, ~d its objects. 

:;. For a given abstract object x and relation R. retrieve all/certain y such that x.Ry . 

4. For a given abstract object y and relation R, retrieve all/certain abstract objects x such 

thal xRy. 

5. For a given abstract object x, retrieve all of, or several of, its direct and/or inverse rela

tionships, i.e. relations R and objects y such that xRy or yRx. (Note: despite the bullci

ness of this operation, it can normally be performed in just one disk access.) 

6. For a given relation (attribute) Rand a given concrete object y, find all abstract objects 

such that xRy. 

7. For a given relation (attribute) Rand a given range of concrete objects (y 1, y 2], find all 

objects x andy such that xRy andy 1:;;y ::;y 2. 

The above operations are called elementary queries, i.e. the simplest queries as far as the user 

is concerned. A file structure, which satisfies the above requirements, i.e. approximately one 

access to disk to perform any elementary query, is shown in [Rishe-89-EO]. Here we briefly 

describe it. 

The entire database is stored in a single file. This file contains all the facts of the data

base (xC and xRy) and also additional infommtion described bdow and cal led inverted facts . 

The file is maintained as a B-tree. The variation of the B-tree used here allows both sequen

tial access according to the lexicographic order of the items comprising the facts and the 

inverted facts, as well as random access by arbitrary prefixes of such facts and inverted facts. 

The facts which are close to each other in the lexicographic order reside close in the file. 

(Notice, that although technically the B-tree-key is the entire fact, it is of varying length and 

on the average is only several bytes long, which is the average size of the encoded fact .\R_v. 
The total size of the data stored in the index-level blocks of the B-tree :, less than I ':'o of the 

size of the database: e.g. each lO,OOOB data block may be represented in the index level by its 

first fact- 5 bytes- and block address- 3 bytes- which woult! amount to 0.08% of the 

data block. Thus, all the index blocks will fit even into relatively small main memory .) 

The file contains the original facts and additionally the following "inverted facts": 

1. In addition to xC, we store its inverse Cx. (C is the system-chosen identifier to represent 

the inverse information about the category C. For example , it can be defined as 

C = Q-C .) (If a category C 1 is a subcategory of category C 2• an object a belongs to C 1 

and, thus, also to C 2, then we chose to store both inverted facts C 1a and C ~a. When tlu: 

user requests the deletion of the fact aC 2 , it triggers automatic deletion of the fact s aC 1• 

~a, andC 1a .) 

2. 1n addition to J:Rv, where v is a concrete object (a number. a string, or a value of another 

type), we store iivJC. Thus, the range query "?R(v l-v2)" is satisfied by all and only the 
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inverted facts which are positioned in the file between Rv 1 and Rv 2*. Thus, the result 

will most probably appear in one physical block. if it can fit into one block. 

3. In addition to .tRy, where both x andy are abstract objects, we store yRx. Thus. for any 

abstract object x, all its rel:ltionships xRy. xR1·. zRx. and xC can be found in one place 

in the file: the regular and inverted facts which begin with the prefix x. (The infixes are: 

categories for xC, relations for xRy and xRv. and inverse relations.~: from which we 

find z such that :R;c. ) 

Example 3-1. 

Consider the instantaneous database of Example 2-l. The additional invened 

facts stored in the database are: 

4. COMPANTinv object! 

5. COMPANY -NAMEinv 'IBM' object! 

6. object2 MANUFACIT.JRED inv object! 

7. object) MANUFACIT.JRED inv object! 

8. PRODUCTin>· object2 

9. DESCRJPTION inv 'IBM/SYSTEM-2' objecC 

10. PRODUCTinv object3 

I \• DESCRJPTTONim· ' MONOCHROMATIC· MONITOR' object} 

Notice that facts xRa and xRv (x and a are abstr:!ct objects, v is a value) are inverted diss imi

larly. Th is is because we have different types or elementary queri~ ; concerning abstract and 

concrete objects: 

There are r~nge queries with concrete objects . e.g. "Find all pet sons salaried berwe::n 

S<-10.000 and )jO,OOU". In such queries we know the irlentifier of the re!J rion :md partial 

information abou t the value. Therefore we need ro use the invened f;;c ts wah R as the 

prefix . 1l1ere are no range queries wi th abstract objects . 

On the other hand. we have multiple-fnct retriev als abou t an abstract object. e .g. "Find 

all the immediate infonnation about a given person p ".while such a request about a con

crete object would be mean ingless . e.g.: ''Find all the infonnation about the number 5" . 

Here we know the object. but do nut know the identifiers of the inverted relations . We 

need to cluster together all the inverted relati ons nf one object. Therefo re. the invened 

relation shoulu appear in the infix. 

Example 3-: . 

When the set of the original fac ts ( E .~anlp le 2. 1) nnd the set of in ven~li faos 

(Ex~nple 2.2) are intcrleaveu ;utd lexicographically sorted. ''·t: obtain: 
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I. object! COMPANY 

2. object! COMPANY -NAME 'IBM' 

3. objecti,HANT.JFACIVRED object2 

.!. object! MANUFACIVRED obj~ct3 

5. objectl DESCRlfYTION . '!BM/SYSTEM-2' 

6. object2 PRODUCT 

7. object2MANUFACTUREDinv object! 

8. object3 DESCRIPTION 'MONOCHROMATIC- MONITOR ' 

9. object3 PRODUCT 

10. object3 MANUFACTUREDinv object! 

II. COMPANYinv object! 

12. DESCRJPTION inv '!BM/SYSTEM-2' object2 

13. DESCRJfYTION inv 'MONOCHRO!v£ATIC- :'v10N1TOR' objcct3 

14. COMPANY -NAMEinv 'IBM' object! 

15. PRODUCTinv object2 

16. PRODUCTinv object3 

' 

I 
I 

I 
! 
! 

I 
L--------------------------------------------------------------~ 

Example 3-3. 

To answer the elementary query "Find all ~he i.n fonnation about oi.:jcc.3 (inc!.Jd 

ing its diret:t and inverse rela tionships)", ,. ~ find i.Ll l the en;r ics wh<) :: .; ~·,-·:.lx is 

object3. These entr ies are clustered togetiter n the soned c·r~c~. 

To answer the elementary query "Find •U objec;s m'"'ufacLutcd u:-· oi;j·:<:: i ·. 
we find ail the facts whose prefi.~ is object ~!..AI:u.--:-,~cru.:EJJ . (' _' c'<.:WJic: , ,,,_ 

catenation.) These entries are dustereJ to; ;cr in the soncd orti::r. 

To answer the query to print the descri: .. ions of the l'bjccts m:muf:uu;._d b.· 

the companies whose names are between ' I :'· 'A' and 'K-man'. •.vc S'Ji·•..: ~-=·:er:•i 

elementary sub-queries , the first of which is: 

1. Find the companies whose nan1es an: in tite :~bovc r:tnge strings. (':lc s::.:·c:, 

for inverted facts which are lex icographic:tliy l::tw·:·. n 

COMPANY -NAMEinv _'lATA ' ond co.:::·AN'f .;·;,: ;.-;;"". _·; :-
mart'_HighSuffix .) 

~-----------------------------------------------

The sorted file is ma.i!l tained in a B-tree strucin re . Th,: "records" of ti1 ·~ D-t rr:~ :.:: ,:,.~ r~_:"l:•r 

and inverted facts . The records are of varyi.t15 length. 'file:: B-tree-keys of th:: "r:::c •.• rt!s" ~:.r-:: 
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nornully tho;: entire.: R-tree-rccort!s . i c. facts. re guL:1r and invt>rted. Access to this B-tree does 

nor require '::1nw! : ri!;l' of the entir~ kc.:y: :my l'rdi.x will do. 1l1e dJtn level of :he B-tre~ is 

sto re(! !.\1 1 th-: dis:-.:. ,·:h ik thc.: md~x !eve: :-; of the !3-tret:. which :tre about I~-:;; of the database 

[Rishc -8<J -EO ]. :u-•: as~umcd to he in cac!1c.: . At the physical level, the data is compresst:d to 

min imal sp::ce. 

The elelllcn:J.t)' queries arc answered by physicaily adjacent facts. Us ing the above B

tree sm:cture. we ol1tnin nonnally just one disk-biock access per dementary query iprovided. 

the results fir in one block.) 

Also. s ince m"ny consecutive facts share a prefix (e.g. an abstract object identifier) the 

prefix need t~ot be rcrc<neu for each fact. ln this way the facts are compressed funher. The 

duplicatio:1 i:1 the number of fact$ due to the inverses is I 00%. s ince there is oniy one inverse 

per c:1eh ori~ina! fac t (w ith a rar.: exception of the storage of n:tlundant inverses of super

catef:!u;· :;;s ;:s c:.::scrii·cd in (l)). Th~ !3-tree causes additional 30% overhead. Tite total space 

t:s,'d fG!. t:::: '::t;::::i::~ is o1:iy ~cou: 1 607o more t!1a.n the amoum of infonnarion in the data

b<.s~. i.e. t>::: ~ :,::ce ::1:ni;na!iy requi;cc! to store tile d:1wbase in t!1e most compressed fom: with 

110 reo~:·::((! ;;v; t'~::c:s.·::: o: .~.lt:: :·ct;i~v:.1 1 or ppJ·;:e ~ R.H:e-89-ECl . 111US, the Oata structure 

:;.::-<·_::· :.: ~-~·r::o :·.d:~ r-~· ;:v.le:. ~;Jc~: [,): lli~r~le;t.l~'S [u~·l d:-:: . 1l1erc.; are no SL" a_tt:ic inu~x fiies in the il!e 

s:n•·:: ·.Jt~; . ·,·; · ,y:~ :.1 t:<,J paper. 

The r: :..; ·::ii! · _. ~::·:(:=:_~!~;;.:~~ i.~ !·_·;~i":L'gr~:piHC IHd..:r iJlrO tntll~'' :; uufiies. ench of ·.v iuch wj11 

re:i:~ ~ c ~ · · " ; ~_. ,. · ·::; ~.:!:.;~: :·;1-:.: :x: CO!~troil-:- d by a ~ -:-p:1:-~tt~ 1'1rocesso t·. 

'.I: 
1 

' ·~ -:.: C. ~ ;·!. . . ··. : _..;· --- ~ r .-i _ :;r~r:-=. fr('.!1i ~~1 icrocon1puters t0 n~:! ': 11·ra.n1es In the r:~ ;"; 

··~· · !!~·: ·:!.(J \ 'C qo r:t1;~ ... ~n.! ....: iu: :. .. IS 111ilppr.:J i!lH) p.:.!.raliei and m:.t ~s lv~!y 

T: ,, ·.cry·~:~!->· '.~ .. )-~ ··.:'.;~ t~ i i ~L·. ~ r -:! : ioug! 'p l: t S~:~nan tic f);:.~r:~ base \1achine) is n. recent 

, ,, ! \) :; : ~ . 1 ~ :-- ,. · . :;· .•:t i - 1 .•' t.:::~- ~:··· r t~ ~: r~ :.!., ~Jc :~ nt;:cllinc \.vhicn offer..; 1na~sive parallc1isn1 and 

T:1e :trchitec:ure is designed to 

!;1::; r:O!ll::~!ic'r ,,, 'c.,L1l :l•lC~ sho:liJ r.: sponu to the continuu1g i.ncrease in volume of 

queries and d)i:t~1;·..:~ .siz.-.;:; 

i~ <.d !'l i:Id 1 ·: ::.; ~ : ·: ... :1:,· l\tsy \ O t' '"p:"!.Pti the syst L·~ ~~ by ;-tt!clinp. :-~dd i tior.al orocesso;s 'utd 

r:i;:,.~3 ~~ : ·.; :i'·; : :,;·ti't ... · . ! )ti l: :~ C' .•:p(: 1.'1Cd tO int:P..":fl~~ 1i.nca.rly 1 

i: is t' ·· t··~s~;·ry i •J !: · ··c: a d.:_;r<:c of tnk!:mcc.: to L:ulr' in order to improve system re!iabil

ir y ~; :·1 (,' , ~-t.:l y: 
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dynamic load balancing is desired in order to share the work ::unon:; the proc essors :1!1d 
to reduce idle time. 

All the processors of LSDM are ident ical and may commu nicate via high Sf:eecl comnnmic;

tion channels that form together a hypercube-like network [Hdler-85]. A schemaiic descrip

tion of the architecture is shown in Figure 4 .1. The figu re d~picrs a small h)'pcr..:u hc of .<: 
processors equipped with disks. The system C::Ul grow to rhous:1 nds of proc~5so rs. fun!~<.:r 
details on the LSDM architecture em be found in [Rishe er a/-S9-Aivlj. 

10000 00000 

11000 01000 

0 
Figure .J-1. LSDl\·l architecture 

The database, including all the inverse fact s , i ~ rcpres"'mcd by unc lot:icd fi 1c. Tko; fi!::: 1'·'1-

titioned into many small fragments. each rt: s idinr; on a Sl'IJ ~•t:tl:: '1!1<1! 1 d i :: ~ . E: c·~t ~:i :: i., · ···11 · 

ciated with a fairly powerful processor. The num b; r o f di>~ -r ': o ~ ;: :;so l jl:. i.- i.; :c,;;; ,:: .. i !:) 

accommodate the totJlity of the datJbasc. In order to 11Ui lli11i;:~ ;; !-;-.·. di , ~ : "~' ~ -'.;:.; , -:· · :: d i.·· ' . 

processor pair is associated with a l:u·g e c::ch:: n1.:mory. :d: oo.. : n ~ :t ·-::ni-£:·; ·; . ~i.fi ··:~ n:!':r· 

ence. Each processor can retrieve infonnation from its local disk . perform the: ncct'ss:•ry 
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p roccs~ i :1g e n the J:Ha :md delive r the result to the user or to the other processors . 

Evc:ry processo r lw~ ~ cop:· of the p;u titioning m~p of the entire database . Since the 

w hoi:: d:11::i'"~e is a k xi•:oL:rarhic:lily orcle reLI file represented by a set of B-trees. the map 

on ly i1~dic~ t es fo r e:tc h node wh ~ t i~ the l e :ocogr~rhic:rll y -m:J..v.imal fact to be stored on it~ 

:10,:e . Th~ :·~:;p ch;cnses only \\'hen the d:nabase is re-partitioncd. Special algoritluns ensure 

: h:~t t c:p:u: itioni ng is r:m: . inex r..:ns ive, and t ransparem to the ~ystem until all the shifting of 

da ta i ~ complete [ Rishe(fal-89-PD]. 

Tra!lsac : ion~ :mel queries enter into the network throu gh host interfaces. As illustrated in 

Figure 4. 1. some of the processors serve as host processors . For every query and transaction 

the system tks iL!: J:;:es a processor, called trans~ction/ljuery manager or originator. which is 

ch::rged wi th tl:c di::• ribution of the qu ery/tr:msaction and with producing a final result 

th~rcof. 'l'he st rc:1m of completed tr:msactions proceeds in the LSDM through a set of filters: 

tr.msla tiun of use r-views ~ ; 1d su bschemas. ime;riry verification. logging. data encoding. etc. 

M:t:1:: of r:1·: 'il :: rs can be implemcmed by scp:! rate processors. Aftt:r that. the transaction is 

split iJ1:o ~u~>-tr~.!lS~c t ions which will be pc rfonned on seH:r:U dis;;,s by th.:ir processors. After 

p: ~for·m•r1:; t!:·: ~:.:b-tr::::.s~ction~. the prcces~ors will re spond to the transaction >cheduler. 

Quet il'S ccmc iu tl:c I~l:y::: c:l p~:n of tl:e DD :V1S in several stre :11ns. through filters. After 

i ·1!ti::l t:: wl ::t :c•n :::· ,! :i!t,~rin~ . the lj '.! C r i ·~s r;o thrcug h mu! tiplex:: r- inte grator processors. The 

n :: d:i:>! :::·:·. r- · .: : ·:~· ~:: : ,• r ~·;':'ts a query into a sc: : of p.1rallc ! a11 d/m ~equentia! sub-queries to be 

!··: !:·: ,. :. d l·y l :: l·:<?rt: : !'~tJC.: ;''tlf'S. When the an sm.: r~ ::n ive . the results are integrated and 

:·:•11 w u .. !te r l"::cr>: ,,f the D3:.JS. \ '.'h ik '.\·airing fo r the answers. the multiple:>:er/integrator 

C<' !lt :ltl'::'; :o "· " on ,.,tb~ r qt:c r:L'S a11 d ~c!ll.l them to other di~ks . 
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